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material stockpiles but continues to comply with com-
mitments to restrict its uranium enrichment activity.
Rhetoric has grown heated on both sides. The semi-official
ISNA news agency quoted hardliner Ayatollah Tabatabai-
Nejad in the city of Isfahan as saying: “Their billion(-dollar)
fleet can be destroyed with one missile. “If they attempt
any move, they will ... (face) dozens of missiles because at
that time (government) officials won’t be in charge to act
cautiously, but instead things will be in the hands of our
beloved leader (Ayatollah Ali Khamenei),” he said.

Separately, Yadollah Javani, the elite Revolutionary
Guards’ deputy head for political affairs, said: “No talks
will be held with the Americans, and the Americans will
not dare take military action against us.” “Our nation ...
sees America as unreliable,” he said, according to the
semi-official Tasnim news agency, echoing a stance Iran
has taken since the US withdrawal from the 2015 deal
under which Iran curbed its nuclear program in return for
relief from economic sanctions.

Thousands of Iranians took part in state-sponsored
marches on Friday to support the government’s decision
to reduce limits on its nuclear program. Iran has threat-
ened to go further if other parties to the deal - Britain,
China, France, Germany and Russia - fail to shield it from
US sanctions. State TV showed protesters marching after
Friday prayers in Tehran and said similar marches had
been held across Iran. “America should know, sanctions
have no effect!” chanted the protesters. — Reuters
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Sofi had been involved in several militant groups in
Kashmir for more than a decade before pledging allegiance
to Islamic State, according to a military official yesterday and
an interview given by Sofi to a Srinagar-based magazine
sympathetic to IS.

He was suspected of several grenade attacks on security
forces in the region, police and military sources said. “It was a
clean operation and no collateral damage took place during

the exchange of fire,” a police spokesman said in the state-
ment on Friday’s encounter. 

The military official said it was possible that Sofi had been
the only militant left in Kashmir associated with IS.
Separatists have for decades fought an armed conflict against
Indian rule in Muslim-majority Kashmir. The majority of these
groups want independence for Kashmir or to join India’s
arch-rival Pakistan. They have not, like Islamic State, sought
to establish an empire across the Muslim world.

Nuclear powers India and Pakistan have fought two wars
over Kashmir, and came to the brink of a third earlier this
year after a suicide attack by a Pakistan-based militant group
killed at least 40 paramilitary police in the Indian-controlled
portion of the region. A spokesman for India’s home ministry,
which is responsible for security in Kashmir, did not respond
to a request for comment. — Reuters
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Charity ships have plied the Mediterranean Sea to
rescue migrants in large numbers but the number of res-
cue operations have dwindled as these vessels have
come under fire, namely from the populist Italian gov-
ernment, over their action. Italy’s far-right Interior
Minister Matteo Salvini has imposed a “closed ports”
policy, refusing to allow migrants rescued at sea to enter
his country. On Friday, however, more than 60 migrants
disembarked in Italy after two boats which had left Libya
faced difficulties at sea and needed assistance.

The UN agency for refugees UNHCR called for stepped
up search and rescue operations to avoid future tragedies
in the Mediterranean, which it calls the “world’s deadliest
sea crossing”. “Across the region we need to strengthen the
capacity of search and rescue operations,” said Vincent
Cochetel, the agency’s special envoy for the Mediterranean.
“If we don’t act now, we’re almost certain to see more trag-
ic events in the coming weeks and months,” he warned.

According to the UNHCR, the journey across the
Mediterranean “is becoming increasingly fatal for those
who risk it”. “In the first four months of this year, one per-
son has died (crossing the Mediterranean) for every three
that have reached European shores, after departing from
Libya,” it said. Libya, which has been wracked by chaos
since the 2011 uprising that killed veteran dictator
Muammar Gaddafi, has long been a major transit route for
migrants desperate to reach Europe. — AFP 
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Being an oral revelation first and foremost, devout
Muslims learn how to recite the Holy Scripture as it was
revealed. Verbatim memorization is common and care is
taken to reproduce the exact pronunciation and vocal
duration of each letter. Arabic is a rich language, and
words of the Quran have great depth and breadth; there-
fore, they also study the meaning of the words, verses and
chapters, and there are encyclopedic works of this nature.  

In addition, Muslims study the occasions of revelation,
the relation of the holy text to prophetic traditions, and the
application of principles by renowned scholars and rulers.
The study of the Quran develops moral reasoning and spiri-
tuality first and foremost, as well as thought processes of
logic, sequencing, deduction, intuition, assimilation and
abstraction. Reciting and memorizing it develops memory,
enunciation and self-expression.

The printed Quran is revered as a Holy Book and is
treated with respect. It is not considered casual reading
or handled like an ordinary book. There is only one ver-
sion of the Quran, and careful measures are taken that
prints and reprints of the Quran in Arabic are authenticat-
ed by authoritative bodies for accuracy. Since the Quran
is an Arabic-language literary masterpiece both techni-
cally and aesthetically, it is impossible to portray its
rhythm, rhyme, depth of denotation and subtlety of con-
notation in another language.   

There are many translations of the Quran, but we can-
not call a translation “the Quran” but only an approxima-
tion of the meaning of the Quran. The best English transla-
tions have the accompanying original text in Arabic so that
it can be consulted.  Since Ramadan is the month of the
Quran, everyone should have their copy handy and com-
plete reading it in this holy month.

Courtesy of the TIES Center: the TIES Center aims at
empower Kuwait’s expats through social and educational
services that promote a positive and productive role in
society, and to facilitate opportunities for intra- and inter-
faith interactions that promote social solidarity. For more
information, you can contact TIES at Tel:25231015/6;
Hotline: 94079777; e-mail: info@tiescenter.net.
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ISLAMABAD: Imran Khan’s government has drawn the
ire of conservative mullahs with calls for a science-based
lunar calendar to calculate the start of the holy fasting
month of Ramadan in Pakistan, which faces an annual
controversy over the date. The beginning of the ninth
and holiest month in the Muslim calendar - as well as the
Eid holidays and the mourning month of Muharram - is
determined by the sighting of the new moon.

In Pakistan a cleric-led “moonsighting committee”
announces when the fasting should begin, but for
decades it has faced disputes over the accuracy of its
decision. “Every year on the occasion of Ramadan, Eid
and Muharram a controversy starts regarding moonsight-
ing,” Pakistan’s science and technology minister, Fawad

Chaudhry, explained in a video he tweeted on May 5 in
which he recounted watching the committee use “old
technology” - telescopes - to make their calculations.

“When modern means are available and we can
determine a final date, the question is why we should
not use this latest technology?” he argued. His ministry
will form a new committee of scientists, meteorologists
and Pakistan’s space agency to calculate the correct
dates for the next five years with “100 percent accura-
cy”. However the prime minister’s cabinet can reject the
calendar, he added. In another tweet he warned deci-
sions on how the country should be run “cannot be left
to the maulana (clerics)”.

“The journey ahead has to be undertaken by the

youth, not mullahs, and only technology can take the
nation forward.” Mufti Muneeb-ur-Rehman, head of the
moonsighting committee, warned that Chaudhry should
stay in his lane.  “I have appealed to Prime Minister
Imran Khan that only the concerned minister should
talk about religious matters,” he said in a press confer-
ence in Karachi. “Every minister who does not know
the sensitivity of the religion, does not understand it,
they should not get the free licence to comment on reli-
gious matters.”

He also pointed out that the committee already has
members from the space agency, and also works with the
meteorological department. Over the years the commit-
tee’s chief foe has been Maulana Shahabuddin Popalzai,

an influential cleric based in Peshawar — the capital of
northwestern Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province - who
announces the start of Ramadan and Eid a day earlier
than the moonsighting committee.

The split is considered bad for national unity and
social harmony - but years of efforts to reconcile Popalzai
with the central committee have been in vain. Chaudhry’s
announcement has ignited an ongoing debate in Pakistan.
Many social media users thanked the government for
attempting to provide some clarity, but others saw the
dark side. “This decision will further divide the nation,”
complained one Twitter user, Mazhar Arshad, while
another, who called himself Ezio Odyssey, warned that a
“gang of ignorant has come to power”. — AFP 
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JERUSALEM: Palestinian Muslim worshippers pray in the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound in Jerusalem yesterday on the first Friday prayers of the holy fasting month of Ramadan. — AFP 

CAIRO: A Coptic priest’s comments about women’s
clothing being too revealing in churches has sparked
a heated debate this week among Egyptian
Christians, the largest religious minority in the Middle
East. Father Daoud Lamei, a well-known parish priest
in an upmarket Cairo suburb with a sizeable social
media following, lambasted Christian women for attire
that he deemed immodest. 

“Why are girls and women even coming to church
if they’re wearing revealing and inappropriate
clothes?” he said in a widely-shared video. “She who
does, will be judged,” he added. “I personally think
any man, who agrees to his wife leaving her home in
that way, will be judged before God.”

Lamei made the comments in an April 30 sermon
marking Orthodox Easter, which is celebrated by
Egypt’s Coptic Christian community. “At least during
Christmas we don’t have to worry about racy
clothes because it’s cold... we want it to be cold
always,” joked the popular priest. Coptic Christians
make up around 12 percent of the conservative
country’s population of 100 million, which is pre-
dominantly Sunni Muslim.

Lamei’s remarks sparked a mixed response from
women in Egypt, with some criticizing his stringent
tone while others praised the priest for giving wor-
shippers guidelines. “He is condemning these
women... instead of explaining the appropriate dress
code and attitude in church in general - for every-

one,” said Sandra Awad, a 22-year-old student who
has attended Lamei’s church in the past. But another
woman, writing on Facebook, said the priest “spoke
with complete respect... so they can wake up and
revere the church they’re entering.”

The debate comes in the wake of a controversial
online campaign calling on Christian women to “cover
up, so we people can pray”. A parallel drive urging
Egyptian women to cover up for Ramadan, the
Muslim holy month, also appeared this week with
users drawing similarities between the two in the sex-
ist language employed. Lamei has denied on social
media that he endorsed any online drives and did not
respond to AFP’s requests for comment. St Mark’s
Church in the Heliopolis district, where he delivered
the sermon, on May 6 published a link on its
Facebook page to the full Easter speech.

The Coptic Church has become increasingly polit-
ical under the leadership of Pope Tawadros II, an
enthusiastic supporter of President Abdel Fattah El-
Sisi. It has also taken on a more active role as the sole
representative for Copts in public life as a discrimi-
nated minority. “The clergy are role models for the
community who see them as the guardians of their
community, its traditions and its faith,” said Elizabeth
Monier, an expert on Coptic affairs at the University
of Cambridge.

“This is strongly the case when a community feels
that it is under threat,” she said. The Coptic commu-
nity has suffered a number of deadly attacks on its
churches in recent years, while Egyptian authorities
routinely turn a blind eye to sectarian violence
involving forced evictions or the shutting down of
churches. “Perceived attacks on Coptic traditions or
teachings are likely to lead Copts to rally around
their clergy and uphold traditions more strongly,”
said Monier. — AFP 
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